
Quick Guide 

1.  GOtv Streamer

2.  Remote

Inside the package:

3.  Batteries

4.  HDMI cable

5.  Power adapter

and cable

GOtv information:

1. DC 12V

2. LAN

3. HDMI

4.  AV OUT

5.  OPTICAL

6.  TYPE C

7.  USB 3.0

8.  USB 2.0

9.  MICRO SD
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Remote control:

Long Press Back + Home button at the same time, until the red-light flashes quickly, then release, 

that means that the RCU is in pairing mode.

Stop pressing any buttons and wait a few moments until a successful pairing message will pop-up.

Connecting the remote to the TV:

1. Press and hold the TV button on the GOtv remote control (red button) until the LED lights up 

permanently, then keep pressing.

2. Snap the TV remote face to face in front of the GOtv remote and press and hold the power 

button on the TV remote until the LED on the Gotv remote starts flashing.

3. Stop pressing both buttons and now the TV button on the GOtv remote controls the power of 

the TV.

Pairing guide

GOtv setup
Complete the on-screen setup by following the on-screen instructions using your remote to navigate 

through the setup process.

Android TV
Android TV brings a world of content to your biggest screen. Ask Google to search for the latest 

blockbuster, stream shows, or open multiplayer games. Have it dim the lights by connecting smart 

home devices. Manage tasks and see your calendar. Or ask it questions and see the answers on your 

TV. Press the Google Assistant button on your remote to talk to Google.

GOtv setup:

The GOtv can be connected to the internet 
via cable or Wi- Fi connection



Specification

SAFETY INFORMATION

NOTICE: To prevent fire and electric shock, do not expose this receiver to rain or moisture. In order 

to avoid any possible risk of electric shock, never attempt to open the unit. In case of the unit 

breaking down, repair of the unit should be carried out by qualified technicians. Users should repair 

no part of this unit.

WARNING!

• Place the receiver in a well-ventilated location to prevent the 

accumulation of internal heat.

• Protect the receiver from high temperatures, humidity, water, and dust.

• Do not place any objects that might damage your unit near it (e.g.

liquid filled objects or candles)

Google, Google Play, YouTube, Android TV, and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC.

The Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries.


